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Executive Summary
EMA research determined that network infrastructure teams are finally embracing next-generation 
technologies, like public and private clouds and software-defined networking. Regardless of where 
they are on the network transformation journey, network managers need to become more strategic 
about network management tools. Based on the latest research from Enterprise Management 
Associates, this white paper offers a guide to building a network management tool strategy. 

Drivers of Today’s Network Management Priorities
Network managers find themselves at a technology crossroads. Digital transformation has arrived, 
and the network has an important role to play. For years, next-generation technologies like cloud 
and software-defined architectures have been secondary concerns for the network team. Enterprise 
Management Associates (EMA) research found that such technologies are now priorities. 

For instance, EMA discovered a shift in the broad IT initiatives that drive network management 
priorities. Two years ago, server virtualization was the dominant driver, while network teams looked 
for ways to support the vast amount of workload consolidation that drove up east-west bandwidth 
demands in their data centers. Now, infrastructure as a service (IaaS), private clouds, and software-
defined data centers, are all top of mind for the network team.1 Network operations teams say that 
many of these initiatives, particularly hybrid clouds and private clouds, are especially difficult to 
manage and support.
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Figure 1: New technologies and initiatives that most challenge the network operations team.

Networking technology initiatives also shifted. In 2016, network security and WAN optimization 
primarily drove network managers. Security was, and still is, important because the threat landscape 
never declines. WAN optimization dominated because enterprises were looking to extract more 
value out of their expensive and bandwidth-constrained MPLS networks. Today, network security 
is still a major priority, but EMA research found that data center software-defined networks (SDNs), 
network operations optimization projects, Wi-Fi refreshes and upgrades, and network virtualization 
are all nearly as dominant decision drivers for the network.

1  Source for all data and research cited in this paper: EMA, “Network Management Megatrends 2018: Exploring NetSecOps Convergence, Network Automation, and 
Cloud Networking,” April 2018. 
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Network Tool Strategies 
These changes are happening now. In the average enterprise, 45 percent of all network traffic is 
traceable to public cloud services, and 88 percent of network managers say they are monitoring 
and troubleshooting public cloud services. Network managers need a tool strategy to address 
these changes, particularly hybrid cloud and private cloud architectures. 
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Figure 2. Network Managers and Public Cloud Monitoring

Enterprises Prefer Integrated, Multi-Function Network Management Platforms
However, first the network team must make sure it has a strong, well-integrated set of network 
management tools. An enterprise’s organizational approach to network operations will influence 
how that tool strategy evolves. For instance, only 24 percent of enterprises maintain a dedicated 
network operations center (NOC). In many cases, a standalone NOC will adopt a siloed view of the 
network, with limited insight into other aspects of IT infrastructure and services. New technology 
initiatives will force many NOCs to extend visibility. Network operations professionals will need 
context and visibility into dependencies across the entire IT service chain, from on-premises 
resources out to the public cloud, even if the NOC’s only goal is to prove the network’s innocence 
during a troubleshooting process.

Today, 31 percent of enterprises conduct network operations from within a converged, cross-domain 
operations center. In these environments, network managers are part of a multi-disciplinary team 
where network management tools must truly see beyond the network. Even those who are not part 
of cross-domain operations center need visibility beyond the network. For instance, 91 percent of 
network management teams that are not part of a cross-domain operations center are integrating 
their network management tools into cross-domain operation consoles and platforms. Forty-three 
percent have this already, and 41 percent are performing this integration this year. 

For the above reasons, today’s network managers need a well-integrated, multi-function network 
management toolset that will support cross-domain collaboration and reduce management silos. 
It starts with the core network management toolset. The most popular approach to network 
management tool acquisition and deployment is to buy and install a fully integrated, multi-function 
platform. Thirty-four percent of network managers prefer such a tool strategy, making it twice as 
popular as any other approach. 
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Figure 3. Preferred strategies for acquiring and deploying network management products

An integrated, multi-function platform will support a variety of network engineering and operations 
tasks, such as configuration management, infrastructure discovery, network mapping, availability 
monitoring, performance monitoring, diagnostics and troubleshooting, and asset management. If 
network managers find themselves using multiple tools to address this broad set of functionalities, 
they should look for ways to integrate those tools as much as possible, leveraging custom 
integrations from their vendors or open APIs on the tools themselves. 

Integrations with Third-Party Management Systems Enhance Network Operations
Once the network team establishes a modern and integrated network management toolset, it 
must set its sights on breaking down IT siloes by extending visibility beyond the network. Many 
network management solutions have the ability to collect metrics directly from non-network devices 
and software. It’s also useful to pull data from third-party management systems, like hypervisor 
management systems. EMA research shows that integration of network management tools with 
third-party management systems is more important than ever. 

For instance, network managers rated management system APIs, such as those used to 
communicate with AWS, Microsoft Azure, storage devices, Windows environments, VMware 
vSphere and Microsoft Hyper-V, as the top source of data for sustained network monitoring (40 
percent) and network troubleshooting tasks (42 percent). They break down silos–by leveraging 
integrations between their tools and the tools used by their peers in other IT groups. Network 
managers are most likely to require that their network management tools integrate with IT and 
cloud orchestration tools (37 percent), security monitoring (33 percent), advanced IT analytics (33 
percent), ITSM/ticketing systems (30 percent), and virtual systems management (29 percent). 

Finally, the public cloud should be a part of this integration strategy. In the average enterprise, 
45 percent of all network traffic is traceable to public cloud services. Network managers need to 
understand these services from a monitoring and management perspective. In fact, 88 percent of 
network managers are currently monitoring and managing public cloud resources, and 58 percent 
were forced to acquire new tools to support cloud management. 
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Why Integrate? Tool Clutter has Consequences
Integrated network management platforms are essential because tool sprawl can degrade the 
effectiveness of network operations. According to EMA research, 27 percent of network management 
teams use eleven or more tools to monitor and troubleshoot their networks. The median network 
operations team that uses eleven or more tools detects only 55 percent of network problems before 
end users are impacted and complain. On the other hand, the median network team that uses three 
or fewer tools is able to detect 70 percent of problems before end users are affected. 

EMA also found that network teams that use eleven or more tools experience threefold the number of 
IT service problems and outages than users of three or fewer tools experience. Also, organizations 
that use eleven or more tools are 60 percent more likely to identify a lack of end-to-end network 
visibility as a major challenge to network operations success. 

Your Tool Strategy Should Address Leading NetOps Challenges 
When planning a network management tool strategy, an IT team should think about how tools 
can address top organizational challenges. The top network operations challenge for today’s 
enterprise is the shortage of skilled personnel (24 percent of all enterprises). These organizations 
will need tools that are easier to deploy, use, and maintain. Tools should provide workflows that 
accelerate administrative processes. They should also offer features that enable less skilled 
administrators to competently tackle more advanced tasks, without having to escalate an issue 
to a more advanced engineer. 

The lack of end-to-end network visibility (24 percent) is also a leading challenge to network 
operations success. Quite often, network managers are hunting for “unknown unknowns.” They 
need tools that eliminate these blind spots. In many cases, this means instrumenting the network 
extensively and collecting a broad set of data so network managers can see everything that is 
happening. They should also try to monitor more aspects of the network with the same tool. For 
instance, they should not rely on a siloed Wi-Fi monitoring tool, but should manage wireless together 
with the wired network, if possible. 

The third most common network management challenge is a lack of usage policy and enforcement 
(23 percent). Network managers should look for tools that integrate with policy controls. Network 
configuration management features can impose stronger change controls. Integration of network 
management with directory services, for instance, will allow network managers to quickly associate 
users with IP addresses and end-client devices. 

Finally, fragmented management tools (22 percent) are the fourth-leading network management 
challenge. EMA already covered this topic extensively, but this reinforces the notion that network 
managers have too many tools without enough integration among them. They spend too much 
time cobbling together workflows and correlating data across tools. Integrated, multi-function 
management platforms can eliminate this problem. 

Finally, network managers should think about the future. They need to ask themselves whether 
they have the right tools to manage next-generation technologies. According to EMA research, the 
technology initiatives that most challenge network managers today are hybrid clouds (25 percent), 
private clouds (25 percent), data center SDN (23 percent), network virtualization (22 percent), and 
IaaS clouds (21 percent). Network managers should talk to their management tool vendors about 
their plans to support these technologies. 
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EMA Perspective
The next-generation technologies that dominated the IT hype cycle for years are now a reality. 
Enterprises are adopting private clouds, hybrid clouds, SDN, and SD-WAN. Network managers 
need the right tools to support these solutions. It’s time to think about a new tool strategy. It starts 
by evaluating how the network management team is organized and who it collaborates with. From 
there, managers must consider adopting an integrated approach to network management tools. 
They should look for multi-function platforms, and where that’s not possible, they should integrate 
point tools. They should also make sure their management tools integrate with the management 
systems of other technology domains in support of cross-domain operations.

When evaluating a tools strategy, network managers must consider their top organizational 
challenges and align their tools to counter those challenges. Finally, they must future-proof their 
toolsets against their emerging technology roadmap. They should determine whether their existing 
toolset is ready for cloud and software-defined technologies. 

About Ipswitch
Ipswitch produces and sells file transfer and network management software for IT professionals. In 
business since 1991, Ipswitch has over 28,000 SMB and enterprise customers with over 1 million end 
users in 192 countries. Ipswitch’s suite of network and security solutions includes WhatsUp® Gold for 
network monitoring and MOVEit® and WS_FTP® for secure file transfer. Ipswitch’s focus on customer 
success is evidenced by an on-line community with over 115,000 members. To meet the varying needs 
of its customers, Ipswitch solutions support a range of environments including on-premise, hybrid and 
public or private cloud, via perpetual and subscription licensing. Ipswitch solutions meet the highest 
commercial and government data security requirements and are PCI, HIPAA and GDPR compliant. 
 
The company has offices throughout the U.S., Europe, Asia and Latin America. For more 
information, visit https://www.ipswitch.com/ or connect on LinkedIn and Twitter. To learn about 
Ipswitch’s strategic alliances or global network of partners, visit https://www.ipswitch.com/partners.
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